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Make career
moves
Join millions of students on the best place to get hired.
EmailSign up


Download Handshake
Get ahead and get hired
	Inside intel
Get answers directly from your career center, recruiters, and recent grads.


	Endless inspiration
Watch content to learn from a built-in community.


	What you need, now
Find jobs, events, advice, and more—just for you, just when you need it.






All the jobs. All for you.













Find your future employer
Inspiring career content
Get career inspiration with posts, videos, and articles on success stories, career paths, and opportunities you might not otherwise have considered.




Personalized job recs
Get recommendations for relevant jobs, opportunities, and events based on your profile, interests, and what’s best for you.




Events to strengthen your search
Take the next step in your job search with career fairs, networking sessions, resume workshops, and more.




Message with recruiters, students, and alumni
Get the upper hand in interviews, answer your career questions, and make connections by messaging with interested recruiters, young professionals, and other students and new grads.





Join 15M+ students, 1,500+ universities and colleges in the US, and 900K+ employers to reach your career goals.

	Amanda

"Handshake provides all the jobs you could want in one place, and allows you to be super organized with due dates and searches. It makes the entire process easier."



	Dremere

"I've had five internships, this will be my fifth one... four opportunities came directly from Handshake."



	Anson

"You're able to filter for visa status restrictions and it saves international students so much time because we don't want to be applying for jobs we know we're never going to get."



	Emma

"Handshake is a great way to find jobs and internships. It's really easy to use and it's really easy to find what you're looking for."








Launch
your career
Download Handshake to start your job search and never miss a message, event, or opportunity.
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Download Handshake to start your job search and
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